Abstract. For a Banach left module action, we will extend some propositions from Lau andÜ lger and others into general situations and we establish the relationships between topological centers of the left module action with the multiplier and factorization properties of left module actions. We have some applications in the dual groups.
whenever both limits exist for all bounded sequences (x i ) i ⊆ X , (y i ) i ⊆ Y and z ′ ∈ Z * , see [6, 18] . The regularity of a normed algebra A is defined to be the regularity of its algebra multiplication when considered as a bilinear mapping. Let [6, 14, 18] . The mapping m is left strongly Arens irregular if Z 1 (m) = X and m is right strongly Arens irregular if Z 2 (m) = Y . Let A and B be normed spaces. In this paper, if T is a continuous linear operator from A into B, then we write T ∈ B(A, B). This paper is organized as follows. A. Let B be a Banach left A − module and (e α ) α ⊆ A be a LBAI for B. Then the following assertions hold.
(1) For each b ′ ∈ B * , π * ℓ (b ′ , e α ) (
If we take T ∈ RM (A, B) and if B has a sequential BAI and it is W SC, then (1), (2) and (3) are equivalent.
Factorization properties and topological centers of left module actions
Let B be a Banach A − bimodule, and let We may therefore define the topological centers of the right and left module actions of A on B as follows:
We note also that if B is a left (resp. right) Banach A − module and π ℓ : A × B → B (resp. π r : B × A → B) is left (resp. right) module action of A on B, then B * is a right (resp. left) Banach A − module.
when there is no confusion. Let B be a left Banach A − module and e be a left unit element of A. Then we say that e is a left unit (resp. weakly left unit)
The definition of right unit (resp. weakly right unit) A − module is similar. We say that a Banach A − bimodule B is a unital A − module, if B has left and right unit A − module that are equal then we say that B is unital A − module. Let B be a left Banach A − module and (e α ) α ⊆ A be a LAI [resp. weakly left approximate identity(=WLAI)] for A. We say that (e α ) α is left approximate identity (= LAI)[ resp. weakly left approximate identity (=W LAI)] for B, if for all b ∈ B, we have π ℓ (e α , b) → b ( resp. π ℓ (e α , b) w → b). The definition of the right approximate identity (= RAI)[ resp. weakly right approximate identity (= W RAI)] is similar. We say that (e α ) α is a approximate identity (= AI)[ resp. weakly approximate identity (W AI)] for B, if B has the same left and right approximate identity [ resp. weakly left and right approximate identity ]. Let (e α ) α ⊆ A be weak * left approximate identity for A * * . We say that (e α ) α is weak * left approximate identity
The definition of the weak * right approximate identity A * * − module (= W * RAI A * * − module) is similar. We say that (e α ) α is a weak * approximate identity A * * − module (= W * AI A * * − module) for B * * , if B * * has the same weak * left and right approximate identity A * * − module. Let B be a Banach A − bimodule. We say that B is a left [resp. right] factors with respect to A, if BA = B [resp. AB = B].
Theorem 2-1. Let B be a Banach left A − module and (e α ) α ⊆ A be a LBAI for B. Then the following assertions hold. Proof.
* factors on the left with respect to A. Then for every b
It follows that π * * *
and so B * * has W * LBAI. 
Thus e ′′ ∈ A * * is a left unit for B * * . Conversely, let e ′′ ∈ A * * be a left unit for B * * and assume that e α w * → e ′′ in A * * . Then for every b ′′ ∈ B * * and b ′ ∈ B * , we have
It follows that π * * * 
It follows that a ′′ ∈ Z B * * (A * * ).
In the proceeding corollary, if we take B = A, then we have the following conclusion
A functional a ′ in A * is said to be wap (weakly almost periodic) on A if the mapping a → a ′ a from A into A * is weakly compact. The proceeding definition is equivalent to the following condition, see [6, 14, 18] . For any two net (a α ) α and (b β ) β in {a ∈ A : a ≤ 1}, we have
whenever both iterated limits exist. The collection of all wap functionals on A is denoted by wap(A). Also we have a ′ ∈ wap(A) if and only if < a
′ ∈ B * is said to be left weakly almost periodic functional if the set {π ℓ (b ′ , a) : a ∈ A, a ≤ 1} is relatively weakly compact. We denote by wap ℓ (B) the closed subspace of B * consisting of all the left weakly almost periodic functionals in B * . The definition of the right weakly almost periodic functional (= wap r (B)) is the same. By [18] , b ′ ∈ wap ℓ (B) if and only if
for all a ′′ ∈ A * * and b ′′ ∈ B * * . Thus, we can write
Theorem 2-3. Let B be a Banach left A − module and suppose that b ′ ∈ wap ℓ (B).
Let a ′′ ∈ A * * and (a α ) α ⊆ A such that a α w * → a ′′ in A * * . Then we have
Proof. Assume that b ′′ ∈ B * * . Then we have the following equality
Thus π * * * * ℓ
In the proceeding corollary, if we take B = A, then we obtain the following result.
Suppose that a ′ ∈ wap(A) and a ′′ ∈ A * * such that a α
Theorem 2-4. Let B be a Banach left A − module and it has a BLAI (e α ) α ⊆ A. Suppose that b ′ ∈ wap ℓ (B). Then we have
, we have the following equality
Corollary 2-5. Let B be a Banach left A − module and it has a BLAI (e α ) α ⊆ A. Suppose that wap ℓ (B) = B * . Then B * factors on the left with respect to A.
Corollary 2-6. Let A be an Arens regular Banach algebra with LBAI. Then A * factors on the left.
Example 2-7. i) Let G be finite group. Then we have the following equality
ii) Consider the Banach algebra (ℓ 1 , .) that is Arens regular Banach algebra with unit element. Then we have ℓ 
and so a ′′ ∈ Z B * * (A * * ). 
Corollary 2-11. Let A be a Banach algebra and A * * has a LBAI. Then A * * has a left unit with respect to the first Arens product.
Theorem 2-12. Let B be a Banach left A − module and it has a LBAI with respect to A. Then we have the following assertions.
(1) B * factors on the left with respect to A if and only if for each b
(2) B factors on the left with respect to A if and only if for each b ∈ B, we have
Proof.
(1) Assume that B * factors on the left with respect to A. Then for every b ′ ∈ B * , there are x ′ ∈ B * and a ∈ A such that b ′ = x ′ a. Then for every b ′′ ∈ B * * , we have
The converse by Cohen factorization theorem hold. (2) It is similar to the proceeding proof.
In the proceeding theorem, if we take B = A, we obtain Lemma 2.1 from [14] .
Let B be a Banach A − bimodule and a ′′ ∈ A * * . We define the locally topological centers of the left and right module actions of a ′′ on B, respectively, as follows
It is clear that Proof. Assume that B factors on the right with respect to A. Then for every b ∈ B, there are x ∈ B and a ∈ A such that b = ax. Then for every b ′ ∈ B * , we have
e ′′ (B * * ) = B * * , for every b ′ ∈ B * , we have the following equality
It follows that π * * * ℓ (e ′′ , b ′′ ) = b ′′ , and so e ′′ is a left unit for B * * . Conversely, let e ′′ be a left unit for B * * and suppose that b ∈ B. Thren for every b ′ ∈ B * , we have
Then we have π * For a Banach algebra A, we recall that a bounded linear operator T : A → A is said to be a left (resp. right) multiplier if, for all a, b ∈ A, T (ab) = T (a)b (resp. T (ab) = aT (b)). We denote by LM (A) (resp. RM (A)) the set of all left (resp. right) multipliers of A. The set LM (A) (resp. RM (A)) is normed subalgebra of the algebra L(A) of bounded linear operator on A. Let B be a Banach left [resp. right] A − module and T ∈ B(A, B).
. T a ′ is weakly compact if and only if a ′ ∈ wap(A). So, we can write wap(A) as a subspace of LM (A, A * ).
(1) Since (T (e α )) α ⊆ B is bounded, it has weakly limit point in B * * . Let b ′′ ∈ B * * be a weakly limit point of (T (e α )) α and without loss generally, take
′′ . Then for every b ′ ∈ B * and a ∈ A, we have
It follows that π * * * r (b ′′ , a) = T (a). (2) Proof is similar to (1).
In the proceeding theorem, if we take B = A, then we have the following statements
Let B be a Banach left [resp. right] A − module. Then for every b ∈ B, we define ℓ b (resp. r b ) the linear mapping a → π ℓ (a, b) (resp. a → π r (b, a)). In the proceeding theorem, for A Banach space B is said to be weakly sequentially complete (W SC), if every weakly Cauchy sequence in B has a weak limit in B. It is clear that B * * B * is a subspace of A * .
Let A be a Banach algebra. Then, A is said to be weakly sequentially complete (= W SC), if every weakly Cauchy sequence in A has a weak limit.
Theorem 2-17. Let B be a left Banach A − module and T ∈ B (A, B) . Consider the following statements.
(1) T = ℓ b , for some b ∈ B.
(2) T * * (a ′′ ) = π * * * ℓ (a ′′ , b ′′ ) for some b ′′ ∈ B * * such that Z b ′′ (A * * ) = A * * . (3) T * (B * ) ⊆ BB * .
Then (1) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (3).
Assume that B has W SC. If we take T ∈ RM (A, B) and B has a sequential BAI, then (1), (2) and (3) are equivalent.
(1) ⇒ (2) Let T = ℓ b , for some b ∈ B. Then T * * (a ′′ ) = ℓ * * b (a ′′ ) = π * * * ℓ (a ′′ , b) for every a ′′ ∈ A * * , and so proof is hold. 
